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A Guide To:

Buying and Fitting T Hinges

T hinges are the classic hand-forged hinge, familiar to most from the backs of farmhouse doors or barns but are being used more and
more in all manner of settings including town houses and barn conversions. Shaped like a horizontal letter T, with variable lengths and
tapered fixing plate, or strap.They provide excellent load capacity due to the overall length of this strap. Ideal for use on internal doors
(usually ledged and braced plank doors) or external doors or gates with the correct anti-corrosion finish.
When choosing the size of hinge traditionally the strap would reach two thirds of the way across the door but as a rule of thumb and
a guide then as long as the strap reaches half way across the door there should be no problem carrying the overall weight of it.
Best advice regarding size of hinge and quantity to use would be to consult with your joiner/carpenter, builder or company that the
doors were purchased from originally as everyone you speak to may have a different way of doing things. This guide is to give you a
basic understanding of our T Hinges and how they can be fitted (one of many ways)!
There are two main styles of hinge to choose from, the Penny-end or the Arrow-head, three main finishes to also choose from in the
internal only Beeswax finish or the anti-corrosion finishes of the Black and Pewter Patina. All styles and finishes can be matched to our
Thumblatches to create the full effect.

Beeswax - Penny End

Black - Arrow Head

Pewter - Penny End
Disclaimer: These fitting instructions are designed as a guide only and no responsibility can be taken by From The Anvil or it’s stockists regarding
damage to your property or product. It is advised that you seek professional advice before attempting this process.
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A Guide To:

Fitting a ledged & braced door to a frame using T Hinges

Step 1

If you have followed ‘Part 1’ of
our T Hinge guide then you are
ready to fit your door to its
frame. Begin by offering up the
door the opening and by using
some form of spacer in the gap
top and bottom you can gain
a well fitting door. Position of
fixing plate should be in the
centre of the door jamb (see
previous guide).

Step 5

Now your door should be
completely hung and only using
the strength of the T hinge to
support the weight of your
door.
Finishing off the look of the
door can be completed in a
number of different ways so
regarding architrave see step 6.

Step 2

When you are happy that the
door has been spaced evenly
all around the door then either
mark with a pencil or drill pilot
holes in the corresponding
holes in the hinge fixing plate.

Step 6

Architrave can be laid over the
top of your fixing plate and
notched out of the back to sit
over the plate or alternatively
you can route out the shape
of the fixing plate so the
architrave sits nicely around it.
Either way architrave should
be offered up to the frame and
marked where all fixing plates
sit.

Step 3

Do the same for all hinges
on your door taking care not
scratch the surface of the
hinge or door.

Step 4

Using the matching screws
that are provided with the
hinge screw fix the hinge to
your door frame.
Take care and a bit of time to
hand screw the fixings to the
door as any slip with an impact
driver could lead to scratching
of the door surface. Tighten all
screws but do not over-tighten.

